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“As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he.”

Proverbs 23:7
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HEART♥THINK

Believe in an Idea – 7 Stages 

“Verily, verily, I say unto you, Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth

alone: but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit.”  

John 12:24



In this report you will find

snippets from each of the 

7 Secrets of the Sages 



1. Seed Idea

The Secrets of HEART♥THINK – The Seed Idea

HEART♥THINK, is a seed of the heart and mind, a seed idea, a new subconscious thought seeking

to live, a spark of a new life wanting to grow. Yet, this seed must fall into the ground and die to live 

again, to bring forth a new life.

2. Conception

HEART♥THINK – Conception – The First Stage of Seven to Believe In an Idea

The world of man is made up of two types – the “do-ers” and the “don’t-ers”. I know that it is bad 

grammar and that there is no such word as “don’t-ers’. But “doer” is a word, so please allow a little 

artistic license as we explore the thoughts contained in each. 

3. Action

HEART♥THINK – Action – The Second Stage of Seven to Believe In an Idea

To conceive an idea is a wonderful accomplishment. Yet to believe in an idea is to mentally agree 

that the idea can live. But that idea will not live until the energy of life is instilled into it. To do this, 

the conceiver must “kick-start” it – or lose it. 



4. Testing 
HEART♥THINK – Testing – The Third Stage of Seven to Believe in an Idea

The test, the test, upon the test, does rest, the turning point, of your quest! 

Let’s be honest, no really likes to take a test. But the test is crucial, for it tells us whether or not we 

have met the standard of success. 

5. Endurance 

HEART♥THINK – Endurance – The Fourth Stage of Seven to Believe in an Idea

When an idea is tested, many and varied obstacles will be thrown against the faith level of the one 

who believes in the idea. Unbelief will challenge belief, not just once, but many times, again and 

again, testing the endurance level of the believer, and equally, in return, the believer testing the 

unseen forces of unbelief – until one or the other wearies, and finally admits defeat.

6. Perfect Gift
 

HEART♥THINK – Perfect Gift – The Fifth Stage of Seven to Believe in an Idea

The concept is born, and the seed of faith to believe in an idea is sown. Energy is applied to it, and 

like the seedling struggling to reach the light, work and action is required for it to break through the 

soil of resistance.



7. Bigger Ideas

HEART♥THINK – Bigger Ideas – The Final Stages of Seven to Believe in an Idea

Stages six and seven, to ‘Believe in an Idea’, are two halves of almost the same stage of reward. 

One half is ‘resting’ and the other is ‘greater faith’. Together they prepare you for the ‘bigger’ and 

better’ ideas that will soon come your way.

Get your full copy of 

HEART♥THINK 

See the color illustrated full chapters that contain the 

7 Secrets of the Sages 

and the 

7 Stages of Success!
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